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Abstract
The present study analyzed the relationship between two models for effective team work, team climate theory
and integrated model of group development, measured by TCI and GDQ. 72 members of 9 Swedish management
teams answered the short version of Team Climate Inventory, TCI-14, and Group Development Questionnaire, GDQ.
The response rate was 100% since the researchers met the managers on their regular team meetings. It was
expected that there would be a close relationship between the two ways of describing effective team work, which
was confirmed by the results. There were a very close relationship between the GDQ and TCI scales, 3 out of 16
correlations had a medium effect size (-0.40 to -0.43) and 13 had a large effect size (0.51 to 0.76). The strongest
relationship between the two models was displayed between participative safety in TCI and the four scales of GDQ,
indicating that participative safety is low in stage I and high in stage IV of the integrated model of group developments.
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Introduction
The overall purpose of this study is to examine the psychometrical
relationship between two different ways of measuring group processes
in work groups, Team Climate Inventory (TCI) by Anderson and West
[1] and Group Development Questionnaire (GDQ) by Wheelan and
Hochberger [2]. Within the framework of the Input-Process-Output
model (IPO), suggested by McGrath [3] over 50 years ago, both models
that the two questionnaires are based on attempts to cover the process
part. The IPO model states that group processes, such as levels of
cohesion or commitment, mediates the relationship between input and
output [4]. Input variables create the circumstances for a group and are
antecedents to processes, for instance composition of group members
or the size of the group. Output variables are the consequences or
achievements of the group’s process, such as task performance or
members’ satisfaction.

Group Processes
Group processes refers to activities that group members engage
in, combining their resources to try to resolve task demands. As
mentioned, processes mediate the translation of inputs to outputs. Even
though group processes are dynamic, they are often addressed in more
static terms-as constructs that emerge over time (i.e. emergent states)
as team members interact and the group develops [5]. The studied
models in this paper are two examples of emergent states in groups,
team climate and development stages in work groups. A work group
is according to Kozlowski and Ilgen [5] composed of two or more
individuals who exist to perform organizationally relevant tasks, share
one or more common goals and exhibit task interdependencies (i.e.
workflow, goals, knowledge, and outcomes). Furthermore, they interact
socially, maintain and manage boundaries, and are embedded in an
organizational context. Both Team climate model [1,6-9] and Integrated
model of group development [10-14] has been widely used in research.
However, no study has yet compared the two models psychometrically,
which is the purpose of the present study. Both models have validated
questionnaires linked to the models, Team Climate Inventory (TCI)
[15] and Group Development Questionnaire (GDQ) [2] that will be
used.
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The team climate model
The social climate construct has a long tradition of research in
organizational psychology, as a description of patterns of behaviors in
groups. For instance, it was the independent variable when Lewin and
colleagues studied the effects of democratic, authoritarian and laissezfair leadership [16]. Anderson and West [15] based the construct of
team climate on concepts of shared perceptions and organizational
climate. Basaglia et al. [17] defined team climate as shared perceptions
of the kinds of behaviors, practices, and procedures that are supported
within a team. Extensive research into group climate and innovation,
led Anderson and West [15] to develop a four-factor model of team
climate for innovation.
The first factor, Vision, is the idea of a valued direction which
represents a higher-order goal that motivates the team [15]. The second
factor, Participative safety, refers to the degree to which team members
feel comfortable sharing ideas as well as giving and receiving feedback
within the team. Note that this construct may largely be equated with
Edmonson’s [18] concept of “psychological safety”. The third factor,
Task orientation, is a shared concern for excellence in task performance
characterized by evaluation, critical appraisals, and modifications [15].
Finally, the fourth factor, Support for innovation is the expectation,
approval, and support for the introduction of new and improved ways
of doing things according to Anderson and West [15].

The integrated model of group development
The Integrated Model of Group Development (IMGD) is an
integration of earlier theories and research on team development
through stages across time, for instance Bennis and Shepard [19], Bales
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[20] and Tuckman and Jensen [21]. Also later theories, such as team
compilation model [22], captures the idea that teams develop through
stages (i.e. emergent states) with qualitative differences of relevance
for team performance. The validity of the IMGD with regard to teams’
performance has been established in a number of studies [2,23,24].
IMGD is a model describing four stages of group development. The
stages are (I) Dependency and inclusion, (II) Counter-dependency and
fight, (III) Trust and structure, and (IV) Work and productivity.
The first stage is characterized by team member dependency on the
leader, safety concerns, and inclusion issues. Team members having
opposing perspectives, counter-dependency towards the leader, and
tensions in the team distinguish the second stage. The third stage is
marked by increased trust and focus on structure and strategies for goal
achievement in the team. Finally, the fourth stage is characterized by
the intense focus of team members on achieving the goal(s). Stage IV
groups have also established a team climate of openness and cohesion
that facilitates effective work. Stage III and IV groups are more
developed or more mature groups than Stage I and II, which also has
been shown in research [10,13,14,23].

Research question and hypotheses
The overall research question is how is team climate theory,
measured by TCI, and the integrated model of group development,
measured by GDQ, connected? The assumption is that the two
models are closely linked to each other and are two different ways of
looking at the same phenomena; team behaviors that are more or less
effective. More mature groups according to IMGD have established a
team climate of openness and cohesion that facilitates effective work.
Members are clear about goals and roles; they are highly task-oriented
and highly cooperative. More mature and effective working groups will
have high values on all four scales in TCI, indicating a positive and
innovative team climate. With GDQ on the other hand, more mature
and effective working groups will have low values on scale 1 and 2 that
measures the occurrence of behaviors connected to the first two stages
in the model and high values on scale 3 and 4, measuring behaviors
linked to the last two stages. Hence, we state the hypotheses as follows.
Hypothesis 1: Vision in TCI has a negative correlation to scale 1
and 2 and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ.
Hypothesis 2: Participative safety in TCI has a negative correlation
to scale 1 and 2 and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ.
Hypothesis 3: Task orientation in TCI has a negative correlation
to scale 1 and 2 and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ.
Hypothesis 4: Support for innovation in TCI has a negative
correlation to scale 1 and 2 and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4
in the GDQ.

Method
Participants and context
In total, 72 individuals belonging to 9 management teams filled in
and returned the questionnaire with GDQ and TCI, for a response rate
of 100%. The high response rate could be explained by the fact that
the researchers met all participants face-to-face at their management
team meetings. 46 (71%) of the respondents where females, which is
a normal proportion in human service organizations [25]. The size of
the management teams varied from 4 to 13 members, with an average
of 9 members. The participating management team members came
from three types of human service organizations. They were leading
Clin Exp Psychol, an open access journal
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elementary schools, municipal healthcare and health care organizations
(Table 1).

Measures
Team Climate Inventory: TCI-14. The study used a Swedish
translation of the short version of Team climate inventory [6,15],
TCI-14 [26]. The short version comprises 14 items reflecting vision
(4 items), participative safety (4 items), task orientation (3 items), and
support for innovation (3 items). Sample item for vision is: To what
extent do you think your team’s objectives are clearly understood
by other members of the team?, for participative safety: People feel
understood and accepted by each other, for task orientation: Does the
team critically appraise potential weaknesses in what it is doing in order
to achieve the best possible outcome?, and for support for innovation:
In this team we take the time needed to develop new ideas. The TCI has
a 5-point response scale from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’, in
which higher scores indicate a better or more desirable team climate.
Scale scores are based on the means of the included item scores ranging
from 1 to 5. Cronbach’s alpha for TCI-14 in a Swedish sample [6] was
0.84 for vision, 0.83 for participative safety, 0.84 for task orientation,
and 0.81 for support for innovation.
Group development questionnaire: Group development was
measured by the four 15-item scales of GDQ [2]. The scales are measuring
the occurrence of more or less effective cooperation in teams and are
validated as linked to the integrated model of group development. The
Swedish translation of the original questionnaire items has been part
of several studies [10,27,28]. Sample item for GDQ 1- dependency
and inclusion is: Members tend to go along with whatever the leader
suggests, for GDQ 2-counter-dependency and fight: There is quite a bit
of tension in the group at this time, for GDQ 3-trust and structure: The
group is able to form subgroups, or subcommittees, to work on specific
tasks, and for GDQ 4-work and productivity: This group encourages
high performance and quality work. Responses were given on a Likertscale ranging from 1=never true for this group to 5=always true for this
group. Results are reported as the sum of the 15 items on each scale,
ranging from 15 to 75. Cronbach’s alpha for scale 1 was 0.77, scale 2
0.90, scale 3 0.81, and scale 4 0.87 [27].

Analysis
Descriptive analyses and bi-variate correlations, product-moment
r, analysis were conducted in IBM Statistics SPSS 24.

Results
Pearson correlations, means and standard deviations for the study
variables are reported in Table 2.
The mean values on the four GDQ scales are at similar levels as mean
values in Swedish norm data, where mean values are 37.2; 34.7; 53.5;
55.3 for GDQ scale 1 to 4. Also mean values on TCI is similar to earlier
reported data on Swedish groups. Agrell and Gustafson [6] reported
the mean values 3.87 for vision, 3.79 for participative safety, 3.42 for
task orientation and 3.42 for support for innovation. Altogether this
indicates that the sample in the present study is relatively comparable to
other Swedish samples reported upon earlier.
N groups

N respondents

Municipal healthcare

Category of organization

3

18 (25%)

Elementary school

3

33 (46%)

Healthcare

3

21 (29%)

Total

9

72 (100%)

Table 1: Number of groups and respondents.
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Scales

M

SD

Minimum

Maximum

Number of members per group

8.97

2.70

4

13

GDQ 1 Depend. & inclusion

36.58

7.73

20.00

49.00

GDQ 2 Counter-dep. & fight

32.50

7.46

16.00

48.00

GDQ 3 Trust & structure

52.83

7.12

38.00

70.00

GDQ 4 Work & productivity

53.91

7.21

36.00

70.00

TCI Vision

4.00

0.54

2.50

5.00

TCI Participative safety

3.93

0.66

1.75

5.00

TCI Task orientation

3.37

0.73

1.00

5.00

TCI Support for innovation

3.27

0.65

1.67

4.67

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the study variables, N = 72.

Scales TCI GDQ

TCI Vision

TCI Participative safety

TCI Task
orientation

TCI Support
for innov.

GDQ 1 Depend. &
inclusion

-0.40**

-0.70**

-0.61**

-0.70**

GDQ 2 Counter-dep.
& fight

-0.40**

-0.71**

-0.43**

-0.68**

GDQ 3 Trust & structure

0.51**

0.76**

0.68**

0.72**

GDQ 4 Work &
productivity

0.60**

0.74**

0.68**

0.68**

Note: **= p<0.01
Table 3: Bi-variate correlations analysis of GDQ and TCI scales, N=72.

The results of the bi-variate correlations analysis is reported in
Table 3.
The result shown in Table 3 supports the study hypotheses. Also
worth noting, Cohen [29] suggests 0.10 to be a small effect size, 0.30
a medium and 0.50 a large effect size. Table 3 indicates a very close
relationship between the GDQ and TCI scales, there are 3 correlations
with medium effect size (-0.40 to -0.43) and 13 with large effect size
(0.51 to 0.76).

Discussion
The overall research question was: how is team climate theory,
measured by TCI, and the integrated model of group development,
measured by the GDQ, connected? As shown in Table 3, the two
models are closely related, which is not a surprise. More mature groups
according to IMGD have established a team climate of shared goals, and
a climate that promote participative safety. More mature groups are also
task oriented and have a climate that supports for innovation according
to Wheelan [30].
Vision in TCI had a negative correlation to scale 1 and 2 and a
positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ. The effect sizes where
medium to large [29], with correlations between -0.40 with GDQ 1 to
0.60 with GDQ scale 4, meaning that 36% (0.602) of the variance in GDQ
4 could be explained by the occurrence of shared goals in the teams. Or
the other way around, 36% of the variance in vision could be explained
by participants ratings on GDQ scale 4, work and productivity. Having
shared goals in a group is often a part of the definition of a group in
the first place [5]. Also, helping teams or groups to develop shared
cognition with regard to goals seems to be one of the more effective
interventions with regard to improving effectiveness [31].
Participative safety in TCI had a negative correlation to scale 1 and
2 and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ. The effect sizes
where large [29], with correlations between -0.70 with GDQ 1 to 0.76 with
GDQ scale 3, meaning that 58% (0.762) of the variance in GDQ 3 could
be explained by the occurrence of participative safety in the teams. In
Clin Exp Psychol, an open access journal
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the IMGD model, safety and inclusion is an emergent state that is low in
stage I and high in stage IV [30]. The relationship to participative safety
in the present study confirms this. The absolute strongest relationship
between the two models is displayed here, between participative safety
and the four scales of GDQ. The closely related construct Psychological
safety has also been called the corner-stone of effective teamwork [32],
meaning that safety is the most important emergent state in teams in
order to develop effective cooperation.
Task orientation in TCI had a negative correlation to scale 1 and 2
and a positive correlation to scale 3 and 4 in the GDQ. The effect sizes
where medium to large [29], with correlations between -0.61 with GDQ
1, over -0.43 with GDQ 2 to 0.68 with GDQ scale 3 and 4, meaning
that 46% (0.682) of the variance in GDQ 3 and 4 could be explained
by the occurrence of task orientation in the teams. Earlier research on
IMGD has shown that stage I groups spend about 40% of available time
working with a focus on their task at hand on meetings and stage IV
groups about 80%. The remaining time is used for maintenance, and
dealing with interpersonal issues that arise and the like [33]. A growing
task orientation within the team is coupled to becoming more mature
as a team, going from stage I to stage IV.
Support for innovation in TCI had also a clear relationship to the
four GDQ scales, indicating that the more mature team work, the
higher support for innovation. The effect sizes where large [29], with
correlations between -0.70 with GDQ 1 to 0.72 with GDQ scale 3,
meaning that 52% (0.722) of the variance in GDQ 3 could be explained by
the occurrence of support for innovation, or the frequency of reported
stage III behaviors could explain 52% of the variance with regard to
support for innovation. Within the IMGD model encouragement
of innovation is a part of stage III and IV behaviors in groups [30],
something that increases as the group develops and becomes more
mature.

Limitations
The present study was limited by its’ relatively small sample with
only 72 respondents belonging to 9 management groups. However, the
relatively similarities between mean values for GDQ and TCI scales in
the present study and earlier research on Swedish groups indicate that
the sample is representative of groups in Swedish working life. Another
possible limitation was that TCI and GDQ to some extent had quite
similar items in the questionnaires, asking for the same thing [34,35].
High correlations could be expected solely from this fact. However,
the purpose of the present paper was to study the relationship between
two theoretical models of effective team work, measured by two
validated questionnaires. It is reasonable that items are similar to some
extent when the models and questionnaires are describing the same
phenomena, effective team work, even though the models are different.

Conclusion
The present study analyzed the relationship between two models
for effective team work, team climate theory and integrated model
of group development, measured by TCI and GDQ. It was expected
that there would be a close relationship between the two ways of
describing effective team work, which also was confirmed by the
results. The absolute strongest relationship between the two models
was displayed between participative safety in TCI and the four scales
of GDQ, participative safety is low in stage I and high in stage IV of the
integrated model of group development.
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